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A snapshot of SXSW 2018

South by Southwest (SXSW), the annual conglomerate of film, interactive media, 
music and technology talks, took place in Austin, Texas from 9-18th March. It 
featured some of the most inspired thinkers and current global trends across 24 
tracks of curated content. 

The festival’s overriding message was ‘Globally Connected: We’re all in this Together’. 

This sentiment was certainly evident, as movie demigods including Steven Spielberg 
and Mark Hamill mixed with technology’s latest idols, Elon Musk and Joseph Lubin; 
policymakers Bernie Sanders and Sadiq Kahn; a host of start-ups, and more than 
80,000 conference delegates, all hungry for tacos and insight. 

While SXSW may have lost some of the innovation shine that once made it the only 
place to debut Twitter more than a decade ago, it still remains a litmus test for where 
the culture of technology is headed.

That’s why topics high on this year’s conference agenda included blockchain, 
cryptocurrencies, virtual reality, artificial intelligence, and the future of 5G. 

Diversity and inclusion in the technology sector were among the most discussed and 
debated topics, with Uber keen to showcase its new company culture, and Melinda 
Gates driving the conversation around evolving the workplace. 

The event’s 20th annual Interactive Innovation Awards recognised achievements 
ranging from digital design to health technology and beyond, while the festival’s trade 
show showcased everything from space exploration to robotics and future-facing tech.

This is our snapshot of key trends and talking points from Austin, Texas. 

A snapshot of SXSW 2018

Musk repeats calls for regulatory oversight of AI’s development,  
warning ‘AI more dangerous than nukes’

Melinda Gates urges SXSW audience to forge more inclusive  
workplace as U.S. ad execs launch Time’s Up Advertising 

London Mayor calls out governments and policymakers for  
failing to keep up with pace of technological change 

Virtual Reality accompanies Ready Player One’s SXSW premier 

VR will bring the news to life thanks to 5G, says Nonny de la Peña

YouTube fights fake news and showcases power of storytelling at SXSW

Uber stands up for diversity at SXSW after a year of sweeping  
changes to its company culture 

Blockchain takes centre stage at SXSW as speakers tackle cryptocurrency hype
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Tesla and SpaceX chief, Elon Musk is fast 
becoming AI’s most high-profile naysayer, as he 
repeated his dire warnings about the danger of 
artificial intelligence on stage at SXSW.

During 2017, Musk called AI, ‘a bigger threat than 
North Korea’ and then later predicted, huge job 
disruption as ‘robots will be able to do everything 
better than us.’ He’s also called for regulatory 
oversight saying, “AI is a rare case where I think 
we need to be proactive in regulation than be 
reactive.”

This time around, Musk called AI more dangerous 
than nuclear warheads, and stressed the need for 
a regulatory body to oversee the development of 
super intelligence. 

Interviewed by TV Director Jonathan Nolan, (in 
Austin to promote Westworld season 2), Musk 
said: “I am really quite close, I am very close, to 
the cutting edge in AI and it scares the hell out 
of me. It’s capable of vastly more than almost 
anyone knows and the rate of improvement is 
exponential.”

Musk pointed to machine intelligence playing the 
Chinese strategy game ‘Go’ to demonstrate rapid 
growth in AI’s capabilities. 

London-based company, DeepMind, which was 
acquired by Google in 2014, developed an AI 
system, AlphaGo Zero, which learned to play Go 
without any human intervention. It learned simply 

Musk repeats calls for regulatory oversight 
of AI’s development, warning ‘AI more 
dangerous than nukes’

“And mark my words, AI is far more dangerous 
than nukes. Far. So why do we have no regulatory 
oversight? This is insane.”

In the past, Musk’s doomsday AI talk has been 
labelled ‘fear-mongering’ and ‘pretty irresponsible’ 
by Harvard professor Steven Pinker and 
Facebook’s Mark Zuckerberg respectively.

At SXSW, Musk answered his critics by concluding: 
“The biggest issue I see with so-called AI experts 
is that they think they know more than they 
do, and they think they are smarter than they 
actually are. This tends to plague smart 
people. They define themselves by their 
intelligence and they don’t like the idea 
that a machine could be way smarter 
than them, so they discount the idea — 
which is fundamentally flawed.”

Musk’s Q&A session with Westworld’s 
Nolan wasn’t his only appearance 
during SXSW 2018. He was also the 
‘surprise guest’ for a panel featuring the 
cast of Westworld who discussed with him 
SpaceX’s recent Falcon Heavy rocket launch.

When Falcon Heavy launched on 6 
February, 2018 it became the most powerful 
operational rocket in the world by a factor of 
two. Following liftoff, the two side boosters 
separated from the centre core and returned 
to the landing site, showcasing SpaceX’s 
mission to make rockets reusable.

Falcon Heavy put a Tesla Roadster and its 
passenger, Starman, into orbit around the sun. 
At maximum velocity, Starman and the Roadster 
will travel 11 km per second and travel 400 million 
km (250 million miles) from Earth. Westworld’s 
Directors, Jonathan Nolan and Lisa Joy produced 
a highlights video of the Falcon Heavy launch, 
which has received more than 3.1 million views on 
YouTube.

from randomised play against itself and evolved 
to master the ancient game. 

Musk’s concern is with digital super intelligence, 
as opposed to individual applications of machine 
intelligence, such as autonomous cars or Virtual 
Personal Assistants (VPAs). 

“I am not really all that worried about the short-
term stuff,” he explained. “Narrow AI is not a 
species-level risk. It will result in dislocation, in lost 
jobs, better weaponry and that kind of thing, but 
it is not a fundamental species-level risk, whereas 
digital super intelligence is.”

He believes that the exponential growth of 
machine learning will outpace humankind’s ability 
to manage it in a safe way, and called for AI’s 
development to be heavily regulated.

“We have to figure out some way to ensure that 
the advent of digital super intelligence is one 
which is symbiotic with humanity. I think that is 
the single biggest existential crisis that we face 
and the most pressing one,” Musk told Nolan. “We 
need a public body that has insight and then 
oversight to confirm that everyone is developing 
AI safely. This is extremely important. I think the 
danger of AI is much greater than the danger of 
nuclear warheads by a lot, and nobody would 
suggest that we allow anyone to build nuclear 
warheads if they want. That would be insane.
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Diversity and inclusion in the technology sector 
were among the most discussed and debated 
topics at this year’s South by Southwest festival 
(SXSW).

Sessions ranged from ‘Meet-ups’ for black tech 
entrepreneurs, pitch events for minorities in tech, 
an Uber and Walmart-hosted women in tech 
day called Her <Success Code>, an ‘Africa House’ 
day-long showcase of the region’s influence on 
technology trends, plus a number of keynotes and 
panels focused on inclusion. 

Perhaps the most high-profile of the keynotes 
took place on the opening day of SXSW. 

Philanthropist Melinda Gates, co-Chair of the 
Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, discussed 
how the workplace has changed for women, 
before being joined onstage by TaskRabbit CEO, 
Stacy Brown-Philpot, Hearst Magazines Chief 
Content Officer, Joanna Coles, and Nina Shaw - a 
prominent entertainment industry lawyer.

“The status-quo is slowing the pace of growth and 
innovation. It’s holding all of us back,” Gates told 
a packed auditorium at the Austin Convention 
Centre. “Young people, especially women and 
people of colour, enter the workplace only to 
discover bias and barriers that makes them 
question whether or not they belong. Technology 
needs to redesign what the workplace should look 
like. It’s up to all of us to insist on equality and 
lead a radical overhaul of how we work.”

Melinda Gates urges SXSW audience to 
forge more inclusive workplace as U.S. ad 
execs launch Time’s Up Advertising

After Gates was joined onstage, the discussion 
turned to how minority-owned startups have a 
much tougher time securing venture capital (VC) 
funding and how a lack of early funding is one of 
the key obstacles preventing the progression of 
women as technology leaders. 

Gates reported that she has seen less than 
two percent of VC funding flow to women 
entrepreneurs and less than one percent to 
people of colour. 

She believes the problem is rooted in company 
leaders, who are often male and white, investing 
“in what they know.” 

“It leads to a boy’s club in business,” Gates said. 
“It’s safe to invest in what you know, but they don’t 
see the markets that women see. If you don’t have 
women or people of colour at the table, then 
no-one calls out cultural bias and ultimately the 
product will suffer.”

According to Gates, to get more minorities into 
important business positions, VC companies need 
to begin disproportionately investing in those 
groups. Gates is an investor at Aspect Ventures, 
which she said follows this model. 

TaskRabbit’s Brown-Philpot told the panel that 
she sees another important evolutionary step 
taking place — more women and minority 
entrepreneurs speaking up and pushing for 
change, thanks in part to movements like #MeToo 

and ‘Time’s Up’. 

“At some point growing up in your career, you’re 
thinking about someone else who is taking care 
of you culturally, or ethnically, or as a gender, and 
at some point, you become the person who is 
responsible for that,” Brown-Philpot said.

“Tech executives need to consider, ‘how do we 
keep people in Silicon Valley?’ It’s an isolating 
place. How do we build community in Silicon 
Valley? We’re in the middle of the fourth industrial 
revolution. As women, we have to be a part of 
that. As people of colour, we have to be a part of 
that.”

“There’s great men in the tech sector,” Gates 
said. “But just because men are terrified of doing 
something wrong, they shouldn’t use it as an 
excuse to say, ‘well I’m only going to have drinks 
with the guys or a lunch only if two women are 
present. You can’t do that because business is all 

about relationships. We have to look at our own 
biases and hold ourselves accountable.”

Gates concluded by saying she’s optimistic 
more progress can happen in workplace culture, 
because industries that were not responding to 
change before are responding now.

“Companies all of a sudden have to listen to 
what their employees want,” Gates said. “I see the 
Time’s Up movement causing a reckoning.”

The day after Melinda Gates’ keynote discussion 
at SXSW, a group of 180 female CEOs, Chief 
Creative Officers, Chief Strategy Officers, and 
other top agency executives, announced the 
launch of Time’s Up Advertising, aimed at 
discussing and addressing the ad industry’s 
pervasive problems with sexual harassment and 
gender inequality in the U.S. and Canada. 

Time’s Up Advertising said in a statement it 
will “drive new policies, practices, decisions and 
tangible actions that result in more balanced, 
diverse and accountable leadership; address 
workplace discrimination, harassment and abuse; 
and create equitable and safe cultures within the 
advertising industry.”

Specifically, the group said it is committed to 
fixing policies “that have failed us,” leveraging 
the experiences of industry leaders with diverse 
backgrounds, and adopting employee training to 
make the ad industry more inclusive and safe.

Some 17 of the 180 leaders signed up to Time’s 
Up Advertising are from Omnicom Group-owned 
agencies. 

They include BBDO New York’s Chief Strategy 
Officer, Crystal Rix and Chief Marketing Officer, 
Tara DeVeaux; TBWA’s Global President, Katrien 
De Bauw and Chief Marketing Officer Kyla 
Jacobs; DDB Canada Toronto’s President Melanie 
Johnston; DDB Worldwide’s Global CEO, Wendy 
Clark; and Britt Hayes, Chief People Officer at 
DDB North America. 
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London’s Mayor, Sadiq Kahn became the first 
British politician ever to address SXSW, and 
used his speech to call-out both technology 
companies and governments for not doing 
enough to ensure the fourth industrial revolution 
benefits all. 

Kahn criticised governments for ‘being passive’ 
while the tech revolution has happened around 
them. He told the Austin audience that ‘out-
of-date’ regulation, which is meant to keep 
technology giants like Apple, Facebook and 
Google in check, needed fixing. 

He said: “It’s not about slowing down progress, 
but mitigating against the negative impact of 
technology to ensure that it helps rather than 
hinders, and creates more socially integrated 
communities. 

“There’s been a dereliction of duty on the part of 
politicians and policymakers to ensure that the 
rapid growth in technology is utilised and steered 
in a direction that benefits us all.”

In a reference to Uber, which lost its private hire 
operator licence in London last September after 
Transport for London deemed its practices ‘not fit 
and proper’, Kahn said: “No business or industry 
should ever consider itself above the local rules, or 
laws set by democratic processes. The new Global 
CEO of Uber gets that. The previous one didn’t.”

Kahn also pointed to the gig economy, which 

London Mayor calls out governments and 
policymakers for failing to keep up with pace 
of technological change

‘risks being used as cover to break-up decades of 
established and hard-fought for rights’.

“We can’t confuse matters by thinking that 
because a business is smart, disruptive, popular, 
even – and has a really neat app, it somehow has 
a right to have a different regulatory status to its 
competitors,” he said.

Kahn also urged technology companies to take a 
greater responsibility for their effect on the world.

“I fear greater division and inequality, fuelled by a 
handful of technology companies with power over 
how information is shared. The impact is profound 
and it should concern democracies around the 
world,” he said.

During his address, Kahn read-out six abusive 
tweets he’s received since becoming London 
Mayor and urged social networks to do more or 
face stiff regulation. 

He told delegates: “Social media platforms 
already have a legal obligation to remove content 
that breaks local laws. But this is not always 
happening, or happening quickly enough. With 
the skills and resources these companies have at 
their disposal, I believe it’s possible to go further 
and faster.”

If Facebook, Twitter and other platforms did not 
embrace a stronger duty of care they would face 
tough new regulation, similar to Germany, which 

levies hefty fines for failure to remove hate 
speech, fake news and illegal material fast 
enough, Khan told the Austin audience.

“I don’t wish to detract from the opportunities 
presented by the fourth industrial revolution 
but as economies evolve, regulation should 
evolve alongside,” he concluded. 
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The eagerly anticipated arrival of 5G wireless 
networks will help to mainstream virtual reality 
(VR) by untethering users and bringing VR 
experiences to mobile devices. 

This is the view of Nonny de la Peña, an American 
journalist and founder of Emblematic Group, a 
digital media company focused on immersive 
virtual, mixed and augmented reality. 

Delivering a SXSW 2018 keynote on her 
company’s work and progress, de la Peña told 
delegates that journalists will soon be placing 
viewers inside compelling 3D news events as the 
demand for ‘fully immersive, walk around content’ 
grows. 

She said: “5G will bring VR reporting to the next 
level, fuelled by mobile devices, which will be 
able to rely on edge computing to deliver fully 
immersive VR content without actually having to 
process it. 

“Instead, the bulk of the heavy lifting associated 
with such technology will be handled by nearby 
edge hosts, whose relative proximity to their 
clients will allow for unprecedented low latencies 
and improved perceived speeds, while still offering 
all the benefits of cloud computing and higher 
capacities. 

“Due to that state of affairs, journalists shouldn’t 
be conservative when drafting potential VR 
use-cases and should trust tech companies 
and wireless carriers to be able to handle their 
demands.”

VR will bring the news to life thanks to 
5G, says Nonny de la Peña

The first commercial 5G network is expected to 
launch in late 2018. By 2025, 5G networks will 
cover around 40% of the global population, with 
1.2 billion connections accounting for 14% of total 
connections, according to the GSMA. 

De la Peña is also credited with the first VR 
experience shown at the Sundance Film Festival 
entitled, ‘Hunger in Los Angeles’.

Using volumetric capture and photogrammetry 
(the use of photography in surveying and 
mapping to ascertain measurements between 
objects), her studio is able to make dramatic 
recreations of real events. 

Emblematic Group’s ‘Greenland Melting’ 
experience featured in SXSW’s Virtual Cinema this 
year. 

It was produced in association with National 
Geographic and takes you on a virtual journey 
with NASA scientists who are trying to understand 
the melting of polar ice, while speculating on the 
dramatic consequences of global warming. 
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YouTube’s presence at SXSW 2018 began 
with the platform demonstrating the power 
of creative short-form video advertising, and 
culminated with an announcement aimed at 
fighting fake news by linking conspiracy-related 
videos to Wikipedia.

An installation inside YouTube’s Story HQ space 
saw 13 creative agencies turn classic fairy-tales 
into interactive short-form stories, based on its six 
and 15-second advertising formats. 

Examples included a bear dressed in a blonde wig 
trying to break into a bowl of porridge that was 
protected by ‘Goldi’s Locks’, and a pair of high-
heels, that would start a Cinderella-inspired tale 
once someone stepped into them. 

Ben Jones, Creative Director and Head of 
Unskippable Labs at Google, told the media 
that the installation’s aim was to encourage 
advertisers to get more creative with their ads, 
and to let them know that all formats can be 
effective, as long as the storytelling resonates with 
its audience.

“The biggest challenge is that we have this muscle 
memory that says, ‘This is what an ad is,’” he said. 
“The time constraint forces clarity. After you’ve 
done a lot of six-second ads, suddenly 30 seconds 
seems like forever.”

Later in the week, YouTube’s CEO, Susan Wojcicki 
joined a panel discussion entitled, ‘Navigating the 
Video Revolution in the Digital Age’. 

YouTube fights fake news and showcases 
power of storytelling at SXSW

She revealed that information from Wikipedia 
will now be added to videos about popular 
conspiracy theories, in order to provide alternative 
viewpoints on controversial subjects.

Wojcicki said that these text boxes, which YouTube 
calls “information cues,” would start appearing on 
conspiracy-related videos within the next couple 
of weeks. They’ll appear directly below the video 
as a block of text, with a link to Wikipedia for 
more information.

“When there are videos that are focused around 
something that’s a conspiracy — and we’re using 
a list of well-known internet conspiracies from 
Wikipedia — then we will show a companion 
unit of information from Wikipedia showing that 
here is information about the event,” Wojcicki told 
delegates.

The announcement comes only weeks after 
YouTube came under fire for showing a hoax 
video about David Hogg, one of the students 
who survived the recent Parkland, Florida school 
shooting, in its trending section. 

Last year, YouTube also dealt with a similar issue, 
following the mass shooting at a Las Vegas music 
festival, so Wojcicki is hoping that this new tool 
can help mitigate the problem.

Wojcicki did not specify how many conspiracies 
were on the company’s initial list, but suggested it 
would expand over time. 

“What I like about this unit is that it’s actually 
pretty extensible,” she said.

Other subjects covered by Wojcicki included 
the potential of AR and VR to bring creators 
and viewers closer; an experiment to make the 
comments sections on YouTube safer and more 
interactive; plus how competition from Facebook 
Watch (Facebook’s video on demand service, 
launched in August 2017), is impacting the 
platform. 

Wojcicki said she wasn’t worried about Facebook 
Watch, and noted that YouTube has seen a 43% 
increase in creators who are now making six 
figures. 

She concluded by reassuring the SXSW audience 
that YouTube has no plans to charge some sort 
of a subscription fee for its entire service, as the 
nature of the platform is to remain free. 
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Uber’s Chief Brand Officer, Bozoma Saint John 
issued a rallying cry to white men working 
in tech during SXSW to help diversify their 
workplaces. 

“I want white men to look around their office and 
say, ‘Oh look, there’s a lot of white men here. Let’s 
change this,’” she told an audience during the 
festival in Austin.

Saint John said the onus should not be on the 
people of colour to improve diversity at work: 
“Why do I as the black woman have to fix that? 
There’s 50 of you, there’s only one of me. I want 
white men to make the noise.”

Former Apple Marketing Executive, Saint John 
said it was “up to the entire [tech] industry to 
make sure that we are moving the conversation 
forward.”

Saint John joined Uber in June 2017 after the 
company was blasted for having a non-inclusive 
culture. In the same month, Uber sacked 20 
employees as part of an investigation into alleged 
sexual harassment in its workplace. 

By August, Uber had a new CEO, Dara 
Khosrowshahi, who immediately promised to 
make sweeping changes to the company’s culture. 

Uber stands up for diversity at SXSW 
after a year of sweeping changes to its 
company culture

In January 2018, Khosrowshahi hired Uber’s first 
Chief Diversity Officer, Bo Young Lee. 

Uber now also has a division named ‘Women 
of Uber’ that offers mentors and other support 
services for women in the company. 

Women of Uber teamed up with Walmart 
Technology at SXSW 2018 to stage ‘Her <Success 
Code>’, a day of discussions and networking, 
aimed at women working in the technology 
sector. 

The event took place at Walmart’s new tech 
design centre and enabled women in tech to ask 
questions about the challenges and triumphs of 
other women in tech. It began with a 45-minute 
‘intention-setting’ meditation workshop. 

Panel discussions featured Emily Duff-Bartel, 
Senior Project Manager for Uber’s self-driving 
car division, Paula Nguyen, a Project Specialist at 
Walmart, Lauren Golembiewski, CEO at Voxable, 
which has built tech for Amazon Echo, and Tricia 
Katz, a Senior Software Engineer at fashion brand 
Outdoor Voices who showcased her new AR retail 
experience. 

Oscar-winning filmmaker Steven Spielberg 
attended the premier of his latest blockbuster, 
Ready Player One, on the first evening of South 
by Southwest (SXSW). 

The ‘surprise screening’ of the adaptation of 
Ernest Cline’s novel about a teenager called 
Wade Watts, on a quest to find a coveted 
Easter Egg in a virtual reality game, received an 
enthusiastic reception from the Austin audience, 
despite technical difficulties which temporarily 
knocked out the sound on two separate 
occasions. 

Although the screening’s sound issues received 
the lion’s share of the media coverage, the film’s 
distributor, Warner Bros had ensured its presence 
at SXSW 2018 wouldn’t only be remembered for a 
technical glitch. 

Not only did Warner Bros bring Spielberg and 
Cline to SXSW, the studio also brought along the 
entire cast and erected a two-story, city block 
takeover, providing photo opportunities, plus a 
virtual reality (VR) experience in downtown Austin.

Virtual Reality accompanies  
Ready Player One’s SXSW premier

The Ready Player One VR experience, in 
association with HTC, brought to life the 
dystopian future of Wade Watt’s world in 2045. It 
mimicked the ‘OASIS’ – a virtual world inhabited 
by the nation’s youth, known as “the missing 
millions”. 

“You can’t launch a movie like Ready Player One 
without giving fans a chance to step into the 
world of the OASIS,” the film’s Producer, Donald 
DeLine, told Forbes. 

“For the film, we created eight unique VR 
experiences ranging from an IOI shooter game 
on Planet Doom, to re-imagined VR versions of 
classic 80s arcade games like Gauntlet and Brick 
Breaker. Even Steven Spielberg got into the VR 
games, battling the IOI and making it to the final 
level of Planet Doom on his first try,” he said. 

The VR experience thrilled visitors to SXSW with 
a series of action games based on scenes from 
the film, including Battle for the OASIS and Rise 
of the Gunters. However, the aspect that gained 
the most plaudits was the Distracted Globe Music 
Experience from TheWaveVR, a virtual dance floor 
in which avatars could dance to 80s music and 
fly around in a world of zero gravity within 2045’s 
hottest nightclub, the ‘RPO OASIS club’.

Unquestionably, it’s a bold and brave investment 
in VR from Warner Bros, and one that adds to the 
intrigue and excitement around one of this year’s 
biggest cinematic releases. Plus, it shows just 
how powerful VR can be in taking branded movie 
experiences to a whole new level. 
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At the close of the 2017 SXSW, the festival’s 
organisers announced that a ‘new addition’ 
would be added to the conference programme 
for 2018, to reflect the growing importance 
of blockchain - the technology that powers 
cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin. 

Fast-forward 12 months and not only did 
cryptocurrencies and blockchain dominate 
many of the on-stage discussions and keynotes, 
but technology’s new buzzwords were also on 
everyone’s lips elsewhere in downtown Austin. 

Satellite events with names like ‘The Blokhaus’ 
and ‘Initial Taco Offering’ took place in 
steakhouses, chophouses and hotel meeting 
rooms throughout the Texas city. 

The ‘Initial Taco Offering’ event took place at 
Bob’s Steak and Chop House. Its name combined 
Austin’s love of tacos, with the thrill of the Initial 
Coin Offerings (ICOs) that have transformed 
digital currencies into a barely regulated 
investment opportunity for many, and a way of 
bypassing venture capitalists in order to raise 
start-up capital for blockchain entrepreneurs and 
scammers alike.

Blockchain has been welcomed to the SXSW 
party following a year of headlines charting the 
rise and fall in value of the original and most 
high-profile of these digital currencies, Bitcoin. 

Subsequent interest in other cryptocurrencies, 
most notably Ethereum, together with further 
potential use-cases for blockchain technology, 

Blockchain takes centre stage at SXSW as 
speakers tackle cryptocurrency hype 

resulted in packed auditoriums at the main 
conference hub, as speaker after speaker 
attempted to cut through the escalating hype 
and predict the future. 

“For all the millions of people that suddenly 
started to buy into tokens or Bitcoin, maybe 10% 
of them get it now, but that 10% are absolutely 
blown away by the potential of blockchain and 
decentralised systems,” said Michael Casey, a 
Senior Adviser for the Digital Currency Initiative 
at MIT’s Media Lab, on a panel about the future 
of programmable money. “They’re now launching 
startups and building platforms. There’s this 
ideation that’s happening, sparked by something 
as crazy as the ICO madness.”

The biggest blockchain attraction on the SXSW 
keynote schedule was Ethereum Co-Founder, 
Joseph Lubin. 

Speaking during a session entitled, ‘Why 
Ethereum is Going to Change The World’, Lubin 
explained that he got involved with Ethereum due 
to its many use cases, which can be applied to 
wide-ranging industries including health, supply 
chain management and even content creation.

Lubin himself has created a content platform on 
the Ethereum network, called Ujo Music. 

It allows artists to register themselves as 
individuals and upload their content to the 
network with usage rights attached to that 
content – without having to go through any third 
party. 

Artists can sell licensing rights and other rights to 
members on the same platform and get paid in 
the form of digital tokens.

“Crypto economics (a result of Bitcoin and the 
creation of blockchain technology) is a way 
of doing incentivised mechanism design to 
enable many actors to contribute their resources 
to validating transactions and securing that 
network,” Lubin told the audience. “This is the first 
time in history where we’ve seen a money system 
built in a fully decentralised way that is essentially 
of the people, by the people, and for the people.

“The beauty of this, in contrast to the existing 
music industry, is that it shrinks the role of the 
intermediary. Intermediaries in the music industry 
usually extract 70-80% of value flow and 
delay payments for artists. Our platform allows 
consumers to support artists instantly and ensures 
that artists get paid immediately for their work,” 
Lubin said.

Use-cases like Ujo Music have been made 
possible because Ethereum has separated the 
blockchain layer from the applications built 

on top of it. This new structure allows software 
engineers to build any applications that fit their 
specific needs on Ethereum blockchain.

“It’s a new way of architecting and delivering 
applications. Instead of a client-server 
architecture, where you’ve got one company, 
say Google or Facebook, which owns a bunch of 
servers to provide services, this new application 
paradigm has all different nodes on the Ethereum 
network. They are all effectively the back-end for 
your application. So, nobody is overly controlling 
it,” Lubin explained. 

The Ethereum token is now the second largest 
cryptocurrency in the world, by market value. 
Ethereum blockchain is also the choice of 70% of 
companies that issue ICOs, according to a study 
by consulting firm EY. 

Companies create digital tokens on top of 
Ethereum blockchain and sell to investors like 
securities, except that these tokens are not 
tradable on public markets and not regulated by 
governments…. 

…yet. 
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